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I, in my Spiritual Identity, search for Locational Identity – self-actualization of a person through the place where he dwells, but since the notion 

of a place goes through the crisis, the notion of Identity changes as well. I lick the concrete wall to seize “the place”. 

“The place” absorbs me as if it was an idea or a range of knowledge.  (I’m describing two things: my Identity and my place. So they cross 

into one point called “Locational Identity”. This term means the location of my Identity. Thus I’m trying to get back my own “place” through 

phenomenological licking of the concrete wall).

Domain (from Latin dominium «property, possession, right of ownership», dominus «lord, master, owner»)  From Middle English demeine, demain («rule»), Old French 

demeine, demaine, demeigne, domaine («power»), (French domaine), from Latin dominium («property, right of ownership»), from dominus («master, proprietor, owner»). 

Project «DOMAIN» 



Installation is a white plastic box with 40 languages plaster on the back of the projected video «Plastic licking». The artist constructs 

a box, which is symbolically linked human languages and power - that wall space is the dominant mantle. Sculptural object designed 

to work with the current historical moment, where it is decided actualization of social policy issue - frozen conversation between the 

people and the government.



“Domain Mantle” DANITTA shows plastic box  with 40 tongue hanging 

out. Domestic russian public sphere, as we know, the dialogue is not 

very much is. And there is a language that can make a person’s voice 

audible (especially politically)? Can there be a dialogue when an 

alternative statement is perceived at best as an interjection? “Can the 

Subaltern speak?” Remembering Gayatri Spivak and find their causes 

40 times to show the language and or start talking. 



Project mix media «Interior Chocolate» 

In this project, human is not as a person,it as an object, concluding of internal needs in the space of being, where the flow equations 

thought it vital truths that depend on external circumstances, pushed out of the subject various sublimation effusions. 

The concept of the project “Inner chocolate” is set in a sinister ideal space of utopia. We are immersed in the utopia world of the human 

mind sleeping, it smeared of fragrant substitute of the truth. Money smelled bitter chocolate. The truth smells like milk chocolate. 

Consciousness is impregnated with a thick aroma of hot chocolate. 

The project illustrates the problem of metaphorically outpouring of thoughts and substandard products of labor, including works of art 

whose value is found in the subjective reasoning.







Project «Man with the face of landscape» 2012

The equation of global processes will never fit into the word-formation, as the words were invented by man, and the world existed 

before language and the human. If a person is within the landscape, he is a part of it. The crosshair of space, time, place and hu-

man consciousness is the totality of metaphysical equation of reflection on the topic of man’s immersion in the modern world and his 

bringing near nature. Human existence is for stretching the consciousness in order to touch the truth. It dips its face into the lake to 

behold the mystery. We can not hold all the richness of the world. We can only feel being as fleeting feeling of insight. When I look 

at the landscape, I draw it with my eyes, fluids, smells. I am reflected in its pupils, as in a mirror. I see a madman; he is like a branch, 

like a hill, like an evaporation above water, like the deep breathing of the entire space, which becomes a living entity with face. A 

landscape talks to me through the impersonal man. I soak up vibrating air of landscape, I like to watching the throbbing of its veins. 

I am pervaded by its breath, and I am frozen in silence, contemplating a brunch swaying… Why? Because of the wind, or did it want 

to glance at me? Leaving the consumer world and returning to the poetry of another world we are approaching the feeling of what is 

happening just for an instant.

“The role of the artist is to streak and project outward what it 
seems ... depth, color, shape, line, motion, contour, form a face, 
as if the crown of Genesis, and they are all woven into its fabric ...” 
(Merleau Ponty)
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Face - an open dialogue with the world and at the same time there is a hidden secret. Different cultures have 

different attitudes to retained most opportunities open face to the world, but almost all retained symbolic rituals, 

when a person is guarded from prying human views.



Project «SELF PORTRAIT» 2014



I wanted to paint a self-portrait but oil painting evokes in me romantic memo-

ries of my youth when I was studying at the Art Department, still “under the 

wing of my parents.” It was a complex relationship filled with misunderstand-

ing, rupture, constant tears: a period of forced separation from parental 

custody. In the end, all is tangled up, literally and figuratively speaking, so 

instead of painting I decided to embroider. The embroidery process allows for 

evaluating and thinking about the past, which took place under quite a differ-

ent name - Dina Languid. I did two portraits: one of Mom and one of Dad on 

some old sheets and a pillow case because the fabric holds history as well 

(although it’s not clear why Mom still keeps them). 

They are sitting by the garage; Dad is cleaning the piano keyboard, Mom has 

just hung clothes out to dry and is sitting on a chair, lost in thought ... a usual 

evening for three. There were many evenings like this one: playing cards at 

a round table, drinking home-made grape juice while Dad would sometimes 

play Scott Joplin’s ragtime pieces. I put on an old record he gave me and 

continue with my embroidery: the face slowly appears, stitch by stitch. These 

portraits cannot be completed because memories come back, so I change 

the story a little bit each time. That’s why threads of unfinished motifs are 

hanging off of them: the summer evening, the loud evening sounds. They mix 

up the continuum of time and maybe what I used to consider to be bondage 

holding me down is turning into family ties that I don’t want to lose.



Project «topography-of-name@land.ru»



The viewer enters the gallery and becomes part of the system analysis of the geometric space as it fills the volume of space. Let’s try 

to calculate the formula of this interaction. Tool thinking this formula graphology any name proposed to set patterns. The viewer uses 

templates with divisions letters to prostroen graphology his name. The simple construction of the curves produced segments: each 

participant actions build points (letters), they selected a suitable curve with the help of patterns and draw a line, like a ruler. That is, 

each can be present in the gallery space through a formula to calculate the curved line (graphology its behalf).

Analysis of the gallery space is collecting documentation of formulas that brought visitors to the gallery.



The project «topography-of-name@land.ru» this is calculate 

space. Structure of space, time and matter are determined 

by their symmetries, and some of the most important features 

can be associated with exceptional structures in algebra.
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